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Spice up your life This is a very interesting concept. Yes Yes yes Was a gift Was a bridal shower
gift Grab this instead of the toaster Great wedding gift. Now, I'm not really saying I love all her
ideas. A few of them are very basic, and some of them are very strange. Some look like they may
be a bit more than I would .Just get the book. And both partners will get some insight into what
stuff would appeal to the other sex. The reserve looks awful and form after torn pages is
definitely awful threw it in the trash! Not-so-fun format :( This is a fun book, and would be a nice
gift for a couple. This book has such great ideas on how best to pleasure one another A must for
all couples! I bought this reserve to spice points up with my husband. We've been together for 8
years and stuff can start to obtain a small stale. This reserve has such great suggestions on how
best to pleasure one another. Would recommend This book are certain to get you thinking
beyond your normal box without addressing crazy. It's fun to see my hubby tearing his 'night'
out because I understand I'm in for an excellent surprise later. But when you examine them,
especially if you show it to your partner, its fun and interesting... Awful!! Everyone is
complaining about ripping the web pages out but it tells you that in the explanation. Some look
like they may end up being a bit more than I would like but I don't anticipate doing everyone of
them and will improvise! The big problem with it, as others have got mentioned, is that each of
the 101 ideas needs that you tear open up a page. We have fun! Even if you don't like
everything, which I didn't. We are very excited to learn these! This is simply not very easy to
accomplish! For guys, I could tell you my partner appreciates enough time and effort I put into
trying, also if the date fails out the way the book lays it out. Consequently, the book eventually
ends up being sort of torn up.I wish to make my partner tea every night! Each night is certainly a
sealed shock that only 1 person in the relationship gets to examine and then surprise the other
with. The web pages are (theoretically) perforated, but the perforation generally doesn’t result
in an easy starting, or a clean advantage, and using a pair of scissors isn’t so easy either. We have
simply ripped our first one out and excited to accomplish it! This content of the book was great-
having pages you'd to tear so you could read the content was hideous!!! It can definitely spice up
your love life.! Tea is wonderful for you, you'll see We've been married 20 years.This book has
made things fun again,not that they weren't before but sometimes, ya gotta spice things up with
new and interesting acts. Too poor!You will too. You may not like the whole idea- like making a
body art party with lipstick, nevertheless, you can cherry pick some cute ideas. Good door
opener Best for initiating romance, however, many of these ideas certainly are a little far
fetched. Just just how webpages are sealed and have to be opened one by one, is kinda hot.
Marriage ain’t easy. So whatever you can do to help keep the flame lit I’m all for this. Great fun
Great book to spice up your love life. Fun ideas! Must have for each relationship! Love this book
in fact it is simple to use and stick to while adding a little spice to your personal life!
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